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ON MOTORCYCLES, BUT NOT ON WHALES

I was last on Vancouver Island in 1971, teaching
summer session at the University of Victoria. My
students included several
US draft dodgers, whose
clothes, language, and
smoking
material
contrasted sharply with the
sedate calm of this most
British part of Canada. Their base was the hippie haven of Long
Beach, their biggest nonbiochemical turn-on was watching
humpback whales: “Better than sex, man.” A challenging thought,
but at that time I was unable to get to the West Coast and do the
appropriate research. But it has remained as one of those things I
must do. Today, whale-watching is big eco-touristic bucks, and
getting right out there amongst them humpbacks couldn’t be easier,
so the huge street sign tells me.
Despite much development, the essential Victoria, the
harbour and the Oak Bay sea front, has changed little. In
1971, Jim the Musical Mountie was in elementary school.
Today, in 1994, he sits somewhere along Government
Street on his customised red bench, his protruding feet
giving life to animal puppets, which dance to tapes of
squeaking, singing animals, and to tuneful bellows of
encouragement from Jim. A large bucket, "$$ for the Puppet
Fund", stands to puppeted foot. Jim interrupts himself midbellow with a
poignant comment
on the meaning of
life: “What a hell of
a way to earn a
living.” Down on
the wharves, a zylophonist plays Bach; a block away a
woman mimes a clown in slow motion. By law, the
buskers have to move on every few hours, and a game
of human chess ensues. At game's end one day, I see
Jim and the zylophonist make a joint move to a nearby
pub, where the liquidity of the Puppet Fund is to
undergo a change of state.
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Victoria also offers the chance to realise another long-held ambition of mine, to ride a Harley
Davidson. I have a theory that the so-called Milwaukee Iron is not what it’s cracked up to be;
it looks uncomfortable, sounds like hell, and is inefficient. But it has cult status. I need to
research my theory. I’ll kill two birds, by renting a Harley to get me to the West Coast to
watch whales. But only a BMW is available, a near new K75, 3 cyl 750 cc. The daily rate is
$85, plus $22 insurance, plus tax. Three days would see me to
Tofino, 320 km away on the far West Coast, and back. Hang on:
that’s $345 before petrol, accommodation, and whales! Something
tells me that it would be much cheaper and more comfortable to
rent a car. But realizing ambitions is today’s game.
First, I need to get the feel of this thing, so much broader, higher,
and heavier than the 250s I’m used to. It is hard enough to support
the bike at rest. On the road, my old arthritic legs are forced
uncomfortably apart by this hard, hot, throbbing thing thrust
between them, my gender at risk. After an hour, my arms are
shaking with the tension of holding on, my forearm tendons
hurting, my fingers white, bloodless, numb. How the hell am I going to manage this for nearly
700 km?
Next morning, I wake up arm-stiff and bum-sore, not mention hungover from a Canadian go at
a beef burgundy, washed down with a bottle of a Canadian Baco Noir, a red hybrid grape
intended to eliminate the “foxy” taste from native North American grapes but never having
tasted a fox I wouldn’t know if it was successful. It went down a treat anyway. I set off as
planned; I’d landed myself in this so off we go. Fifteen minutes out of town, I question that
decision more loudly each kilometre. There
are endless traffic lights north of town. My
legs are less and less able to support this
snarling great bear, as it leans on me at each
red light. But I get to the main turn-off:
Parksville to the West, Nanaimo to the North.
Here I leave the warm East Coast and head
westwards and upwards, where I come across
a wonderful totem pole. But soon after that, it
starts to rain, and I only have a light plastic
rain jacket. I am wet and cold in minutes. At
the inland town of Port Alberni, I stop at an
Indian managed gas station for coffee and food. I run on the spot to keep the circulation going.
After Port Alberni the road climbs ever higher to the centre of the Island, and then rapidly
descends due West to the coast, where the clouds suck deeply from the cold Pacific to drench
the Western face of the Island. The descent is steep and winding, the promised views-of-alifetime hidden in cloud. And I am water-logged. To add to my joy, the petrol warning light
flicks on. Impossible! I started with a full tank. I have no idea what the reserve tank holds.
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Ucluelet is the nearest place for petrol, but it’s South, in the opposite direction. But I have to
go there. The tank takes only 11 litres. It turns out the light is faulty. I calculate to avoid future
misjudgment: 76 miles per gallon. Not bad at all. What is not good is the 42 sodden kilometres
to Tofino, my destination. I arrive at WeighWest, which is a marina and motel, where I’d
booked. I am soaked to the skin, gibbering with cold, and scarcely able to talk to the gaping
receptionist. I take the hottest shower I can stand. When my fingers can move, I phone Jamie’s
Whale Watch. “Yes Sir, them
humpbacks are ready and waiting. But
we can’t promise a tour tomorrow, not
in this weather, hey.”
So was all this vain? Let us leave that
uncomfortable question for a while, and
turn to two universal truths I discovered
that cold, wet, Canadian day. The first is
that a day is never entirely bad.
Something will turn up to leaven its evil.
The second truth led me to the first. And the second is that wherever you are in the civilised
world, The Simpsons will be on at 6 p.m. local time. Tonight is the funniest yet, a take on Cape
Fear. Sideshow Bob, released from prison, vows to kill Bart whose evidence got him in jail.
Bart is put on witness protection, Bob is hauled over a cactus-patch, steps on twenty rakes,
sings 3 acts of Pinafore, Grandpa, deprived of his pills, changes sex. The absurdity of revenge.
The absurdity of life. The absurdity of riding motorcycles in driving rain and not watching
whales. I laugh myself to sleep two nights, running replays in my skull.
There is a decent restaurant at the motel, specialising in local seafood. Opposite is a strange
offshore island, with a half built boat running
into the woods while an Indian statue stands
guard. I order Dungeness crab, and black cod
and spaghetti squash in coconut milk. The
wine list contains boutique Canadian wines.
Now that is a difference from 20 years ago.
An Okhanagen Valley Rhine Riesling catches
my eye. No half-bottles, but what I can’t
finish over dinner I can finish back in my unit.
But memories of an older, puritanical,
Canada surface. I check with the waitress.
“I won’t finish a full bottle over dinner, but I guess I can take what's left back to my unit?”
“No, Sir. You have it consume it all on the premises.”
“But my unit is on the premises.”
She turns on her bluff Canadian charm: “Now, Sir, where in the world are you permitted to
remove an opened bottle of liquor from a restaurant?”
“In Australia,” I reply.
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But my memory is correct: not in Canada and as I also recall, Canadians are not into bending
the rules. A half litre of poor Californian bulk “chablis” it has to be. Sigh.
Next day, the rain has stopped, and there are even hints of blue. Yes, the whale watch is on.
While we wait, I look at Jamie’s big black book in which successful whale-watchers have
written their comments. Most are what you might expect: “Utterly incredible!!” “Worth every
cent.” But yes, here it is again: “BETTER THAN SEX! You’d better believe it.”
The more adventurous go by Zodiac, but having enjoyed my
share of the cold and the wet, I settle for the Lady Selkirk, a
converted trawler. We see some bald eagles' nests in the islands
dotting Clayoquot Sound, a patchwork of light green scars on
the dark surrounding hills the evidence of enthusiastic logging,
an unpleasant reminder of Tasmania, some cute diving seabirds
along the whale trail. But no humpbacks. Not to worry, Jamie's
Whale Watch guarantees a sighting for the $50 paid. My ticket
is valid for the next 100 years, until I see a whale.
That afternoon I go trailwalking at nearby Long Beach. One
trail is roped off, a temporary notice displayed: “Closed.
Danger. Black bear in vicinity.” On cue, a big black bear
lumbers across the road, but is gone into the forest before I can
get my camera out.
Squatting at Long Beach, as did my students in the 1970s, is no
longer a hippie option. When it is not National Park, it is very
expensive real estate, huge houses elaborately ecologised to fit
in as best they may to the rich, green, jagged country. The
coniferous forests run from high hills right down to the beach,
rivulets splaying into intricate patterns on the sand and pebbles.
The orcas and the humpbacks and
the sea-otters now play to a
middle class audience.
Next day, the weather is brilliant,
but my time is up. Mysteriously,
the bike is more manageable, my
tendons are more flexible, and only a slightly aching shoulder
reminds me of the effort I had initially just to hang on to this
once fearsome beast. I decide to put this thing through its
expensive paces. The speed limit is 100 kph , and up to that
point the BMW has disappointed; my Honda VT250 performed
as well, and with less inter-crural stress. Risking the wrath of
law-abiding Canadians, I find that over 100 kph there is no limit
that I dare discover to the neck-snapping surges of acceleration. Shaken, I wind back to
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Canadian legality, and wonder about the perversity of designing motorcycles to run at their best
only beyond the legal limits. Then I remember that speed limits do not apply on the autobahnen
of BMW’s Europe.
I return to Victoria, not in fact victorious but feeling so, despite both my ambitions, of riding a
Harley and of seeing a whale, being unrealised. I do have, in 2009, 85 years left on my ticket
when I can return to Jamie’s Whale Watch and compare the joys of seeing a whale with those
of effecting congress. But by now I shall have to dig deep into memory if I am to make that
comparison.
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